
Name _______________________ 

Tom Brokaw 

Match the following vocabulary words with the correct definition. 
 

        C       1. governor    A. having a major or important effect 

 

       G       2. career B. a movie or TV program presenting 

facts and information 

       E       3. honorary C. the elected executive of state 

government in the United States 

       A       4. significant    D. an announcer on a news program 

 

       J       5. distinguished E. given, elected, or awarded for 

outstanding service or distinguished 

achievements 

       D       6. anchor F. somebody employed by a news 

organization to provide reports from a 

particular place or on a particular subject 

       B       7. documentary G. a job or occupation regarded as a long-

term or lifelong activity 

       H      8. dedicated H. committed to a goal, cause, or job 

 

       F       9. correspondent I. able to express thoughts, ideas, or 

feelings clearly 

       I        10. articulate J. well known and respected for an 

achievement, skill, knowledge, or talent 

 



Use the word bank to complete each sentence. 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Tom Brokaw was the sole      anchor       of NBC Nightly News from 1983 

until 2004. 

2. As a high school student he went with      Governor      Joe Foss to New 

York to appear on a game show.  

3. Brokaw is well-known for producing and reporting many       

documentaries  .  

4. Tom has received several     honorary     degrees from colleges and 

universities.  

5. Tom Brokaw is considered to be one of television’s finest broadcast     

journalists  . 

6. His job as a      correspondent      allowed him to report on many 

important events in history.  

7. Tom was the only anchor to report directly from Berlin during the fall of 

the Berlin Wall in    1982  . 

8. He is the    author    of several books and magazine articles.  

9.  Brokaw closed his final Nightly News on December 1,   2004  . 

10. Tom Brokaw covered many      significant      stories in history, such as 

the Challenger Disaster and Hurricane Andrew. 

Governor   honorary   journalists 
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